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Organizations of all sizes, industries, and global regions are joining MOBI to share expertise, define industry 

standards, and improve the sustainability, efficiency, and accessibility of mobility services and IoT commerce 

around the world.
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Building the
New Economy of Movement
MOBI officially launched in May 2018 and released its first standard, Vehicle Identity (MOBI VID) 
the following year. Since its launch, MOBI has formed seven working groups, released 13 
standards, and launched the DRIVES Program to ideate and demonstrate MOBI Standards to 
extend multi-party value chains in a decentralized ecosystem. MOBI and its members are creating 
blockchain-based standards and building the Web3 digital infrastructure to identify vehicles, 
people, businesses, and MOBI Trusted Trip, with the goal of making transportation more efficient, 
equitable, decentralized, and sustainable. 
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The MOBI community is made up of over 100 organizations from all over the world, 
covering a range of industries and specialties, including governmental, academic, and 
private sector thought leaders and subject matter experts. Funded and directed by its 
members, MOBI is a nonprofit consortium that is technology, blockchain, and protocol 
agnostic.
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Combining secure identity with trusted time-stamped locations creates a “Trusted Trip” and, for the 
first time, enables marginal cost pricing for many new classes of mobility transactions such as urban 
road tolling, meter-free parking, congestion management, carbon and pollution taxing, usage-based 
insurance, and many other usage-based Mobility as a Service (MaaS) applications. Together, these 
new transactions will comprise a multi-trillion-dollar ecosystem that we call the New 
Economy of Movement. Read the MTT standard.

An important function of blockchain/DLT consortia is to establish alternative trust primitives which 
serve as public shared infrastructure for decentralized business networks. For MOBI and its 
members, the key primitive is the MOBI Trusted Trip (MTT). MTT enables marginal cost pricing 
for decentralized mobility transactions in the New Economy of Movement.  
 
MOBI defines a Trusted Trip as a trip whose attributes are certified by authorized entities/
devices in the co-op decentralized network. The Trusted Trip combines identity and ubiety to 
enable a multitude of applications that advance smart mobility and sustainability.

The combination of verified identity and ubiety certified through time

Unique positions in space and time

Characteristics asserted to uniquely distinguish a person, business, vehicle, 
part, or thing

Decentralized Identifier (DID) or Verified Identity

MOBI Trusted Trip

Ubiety

MOBI Trusted Trip (MTT)

https://dlt.mobi/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/MOBI-Trusted-Trip-Standard.pdf
https://dlt.mobi/trusted-trip/
https://dlt.mobi/trusted-trip/
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Vehicle Identity
The way we currently track vehicles is outdated and cumbersome. Using VIN without a digital 
record can lead to a variety of issues including a lack of maintenance traceability and cars being 
sold with incorrect mileage or undisclosed damage history. To help solve these issues, we created 
the VID I Working Group (WG). MOBI VID enables the VIN to become a trust anchor and a 
building block for other services.  
 
VID II WG began in late 2019, continuing the effort of the original VID I Working Group in defining 
“vehicle identity” and proposing industry standards based on blockchain technology. The Vehicle 
Identity I WG focused on the Vehicle Birth Certificate (VBC) in July 2019, while VID II focused on 
defining lifetime events of a vehicle.  
 
MOBI’s VID II Working Group is co-chaired by BMW and Ford and supported by Accenture, AWS, 
AutoData Group, Bosch, Car IQ, CEVT, DENSO, DMX, Hitachi America, Ltd., Honda, IBM, KAR 
Auction Services, Luxoft, Nara Institute, Quantstamp, Ownum, and USAA. 
 
The VID II Working Group released standards in January 2021. The VID UC document explores 
vehicle registration and maintenance traceability while the RI provides technical workflow for each 
use case. The VID II WG is currently working with the other WGs as part of the DRIVES Program.
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MOBI Working Groups Progress

VEHICLE IDENTITY (VID) I

USAGE BASED MOBILITY & INSURANCE (UBMI)

ELECTRIC VEHICLE GRID INTEGRATION (EVGI)

CONNECTED MOBILITY DATA  MARKETPLACE (CMDM)

SUPPLY CHAIN (SC)

FINANCE, SECURITIZATION, & SMART CONTRACTS (FSSC)

PHASES

VID II
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PILOT / DEMO

PILOT / DEMO

PILOT / DEMO

PILOT / DEMO
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Usage - Based Mobility & Insurance

In the evolving landscape of service-based offerings, UBMI is 
the new model for modern mobility. Within UBMI, usage-based 
insurance (UBI) premiums are determined not by the vehicle 
type and various self-reported factors when the insurance 
contract is purchased, but by the actual trip mileage, driver 
history and behavior, local conditions, how the vehicle is being 
used, location, and more, all calculated in real time.

This can help address challenges for multiple stakeholders 
within the insurance market. Since premiums rise for high-risk 
activity, drivers are incentivized to adopt safer driving 
behaviors. With real-time access to a rich universe of data, 
insurance providers can determine and price the risk of a policy 
with high accuracy, and benefit from paying out fewer claims. 
 
The UBMI Working Group aims to define the general 
framework that would allow people to plug and play a 
myriad of UBMI data sources, identities, and applications. 
The first standards are set to define the system design, 
multi-party processes, and data structures with appropriate 
identity, data, and permissioning proceeds to enable the access, 
sharing, and consumption of all data — real-time or static — 
generated within the mobility ecosystem to price risk and create 
usage-based mobility and insurance products.  
 
UBMI is co-chaired by Achmea and AIOI USA, with support 
from Accenture, Cerebri AI, Cognizant, ConsenSys, DENSO, 
Deon Digital, DMX, Ford, GM, Honda, IBM, Luxoft, Netsol 
Technologies, Ocean Protocol, On the Road Lending, 
Quantstamp, R3, Renault, Reply, RouteOne, Streamr, Swiss Re, 
Tezos Foundation, USAA, USC, Volkswagen, and ZF.
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EV Grid Integration
The EVGI Working Group aims to support the adoption of electric vehicles by creating interoperable 
systems for governments, utilities, and the mobility industry alike. The working group focuses on 
systems and data requirements for three core use case areas: Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G), Peer-to-Peer 
(P2P), and Tokenized Carbon Credits (TCC).  
 
EVGI is co-chaired by Honda and GM with support from Accenture, AWS, Cognizant, CPChain, 
DENSO, DOVU, Hitachi America, Ltd., IBM, IOTA Foundation, KAR, KoinEarth, Pacific Gas & 
Electric (PG&E), Politecnico di Torino, R3, Spherity, and Swedish Blockchain Association. The 
increasing adoption of electric vehicles accompanies a rise in innovative smart mobility applications. 
However, without standards, it is difficult to scale them and link different applications. 

To address this challenge, the EVGI working group developed interoperable systems to facilitate 
the increased adoption of electric vehicles. EVGI’s focus on V2G, TCC, and P2P energy trading 
applications will enable a more efficient and resilient way to manage grid loads, anticipate demand, 
generate carbon offsets, and implement peer-to-peer services. Overall, EVGI use cases will help 
stakeholders such as governments, utilities, and others in the mobility industry. 
 
In September 2020, the EVGI Working Group released its first technical specification focused on 
V2G, TCC, and P2P. The EVGI standard establishes a foundation on which a wide range of use 
cases can be built. This means that rather than describing a single application, all of the 
functionalities and relevant data attributes for each use case are available for organizations to use in 
building their own applications. The EVGI WG is currently working with the other WGs as part of 
the DRIVES Program.
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Connected Mobility Data 
Marketplace

The CMDM Working Group aims to enable a blockchain-based permissioned data marketplace for 
all stakeholders of the mobility ecosystem — including vehicle manufacturers, advertisers, insurance 
providers, and others — to effectively share and exchange data. CMDM focuses on the exchange of 
vehicle, infrastructure, and user data for use cases that include vehicle coordination and safety, V2X 
payments, monetizing mobility data, targeted content delivery, and creating better driving algorithms 
through federated machine learning.  
 
CMDM is co-chaired by GM and DENSO, with support from Accenture, AMO Labs, CEVT, 
Cognizant, Constellation Labs, Continental, CPChain, DMX, Fifth-9, Filament, Ford, IBM, NuCypher, 
Ocean Protocol, Reply, RouteOne, ShareRing, Swedish Blockchain Association, and Toyota 
Insurance Management Solution (TIMS). 

The CMDM Working Group released its first standards in March 2021 covering V2X and 
infrastructure-to-infrastructure use cases. In each use case, connected devices enable secure data 
sharing, ID authentication among parties, and secure transaction recording.  
 
CMDM standards define a robust framework for interoperable data sharing among connected 
devices and provide a new certificate for a connected sensor identity — in short, they create a 
framework for identity, authority, and assurance within decentralized networks. The CMDM WG is 
currently working with the other WGs as part of the DRIVES Program.
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Supply Chain
Launched in February 2020, the SC Working Group aims to explore blockchain’s value 
proposition for mobility supply chain management and establish standards to set a common 
framework. The SC WG is co-chaired by Ford and BMW with support from Accenture, AIOI, Arxum, 
AutoData Group, AWS, CEVT, DENSO, DLT Labs, DMX, Fifth-9, Hitachi, Honda, IBM, IOTA, Marelli, 
Nara Institute, Quantstamp, R3, SyncFab, Thirdware, and Vinturas. 
 
The Working Group released interoperability standards in June 2021 to capture efficiencies, enable 
increased visibility through the N-tiers, and improve provenance, tracking, and authenticity of parts 
and components up and down the supply chain. The standards also address auditability and 
settlement through blockchain-based systems. 
 
In addition to parts traceability, the Working Group also considered several use cases including 
authenticity of components, component traceability, mineral provenance, fair labor practices, 
automation of payments via smart contracts, organization IDs, master data management, 3D 
printing workflow traceability, supplier site data collection, and trade agreement origin certification. 
The SC WG is currently working with the other WGs in the DRIVES Program,  where SC Standards 
are being leveraged as part of a Citopia partsTRAK pilot for EV Battery Track and Trace.  
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Finance, Securitization, 
and Smart Contracts
Launched in March 2020, the FSSC Working Group assesses the value proposition of blockchain 
and interoperability standards that stakeholders of the mobility finance ecosystem can implement 
to reduce the cost of vehicle ownership and improve customer satisfaction with use cases such as 
credit on the blockchain, securitization, tokenization of mobility assets, and fractional ownership of 
mobility assets.  
 
FSSC is chaired by Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe and RouteOne with support from Accenture, 
Altaventure, BMW Bank, CEVT, Connections Insights, CO-OP Financial Services, ConsenSys, D.E. 
Consulting, Ford Credit, Global Debt Registry, IOTA Foundation, On the Road Lending, Quant 
Network, Quantstamp, Reply, Tezos Foundation, and USAA. 
 
The FSSC Working Group released standards in June 2021 that prescribe a set of core services, as 
well as a set of logical schemas, which capture all pertinent data attributes utilized throughout the 
vehicle finance lifecycle. These frameworks are intended to achieve interoperability and allow for 
solutions that provide operational efficiencies, superior insights, new revenue streams, and much 
more. The FSSC WG is currently working with the other WGs in the DRIVES Program, where FSSC 
Standards are being leveraged as part of a Citopia vinTRAK pilot for Dealer Floorplan Audits. 
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Drives Program
MOBI launched the DRIVES Program in early 2021 to ideate, incubate, and demonstrate 
multi-party use cases and to accelerate the implementation of MOBI standards. DRIVES is a 
structured agile development environment to:

Test the MOBI Technology Stack (Standards, ITN, and Citopia) and allow for 
community collaboration

Demonstrate the Trusted Trip as a key primitive for smart mobility use cases 
such as battery state of health, usage-based fees, and rewards/incentives

Demonstrate the Trusted Trip as a key primitive for Supply Chain use cases 
such as parts traceability, emissions tracking, recycling, and safe disposal

Provide a testnet for connected mobility providers to collaborate and scale 
multi-party use cases built on blockchain/DLT

Enable new business models, monetization, and incentive mechanisms 
for smart and low-carbon mobility

For participants, DRIVES provides a neutral laboratory to incubate pilots, analyze the value chain 
for innovative business models, and understand the benefits, costs, and feasibility of multi-party 
applications. It leverages MOBI’s standards, infrastructure, and network of peers to reduce the cost 
of onboarding participants, share resources, and lower risks.
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https://dlt.mobi/drives-program/
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Community Innovation
Lecture Series
Our lecture series is a platform for members to share their innovative research and solutions for 
the transportation ecosystem. Past topics include data monetization, autonomous vehicles, and 
supply chain management, among many others. The lectures are free and open to the public. 
Recordings are available on our website after the event takes place.

MoCos
MOBI Colloquiums (MoCos) explore the convergence of AI, IoT, blockchain, mobility, and smart 
cities to build the minimum viable ecosystem for human mobility by fostering creative and 
professional growth alike. MoCos are the premier destinations for discovery. We provide 
opportunities for global professionals at every level to participate, learn, and network. Our 
colloquiums feature a variety of topics that allow attendees to explore what’s next in the worlds of 
mobility and blockchain technology, and how they intersect with smart city initiatives.
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Additional Benefits

10,000
Combined  audience 

across platforms

Opportunities available to all members:

New Member Announcements 

Being featured in the Monthly Community Corner 

Being a guest contributor on MOBI Dashboard 

Presenting in the Community Innovation Lecture Series 

Speaking at, attending, and/or sponsoring MoCos 
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Getting Involved

Please contact MOBI’s Community and Media Manager, Grace Pulliam (grace@dlt.mobi) for 

all inquiries related to your MOBI membership.   

 

We strive to keep our member database as up-to-date as possible to ensure efficient internal 

communications. As such, please notify grace@dlt.mobi of any changes related to:   

 

 >>    Company contacts 

 >>    Branding   

 >>    Physical and/or web address 

 >>    Etc. 
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Membership Tiers
PLATINUM GOLD SILVER

Possibility to co-chair a Working Group

Ability to have affiliates/subsidiaries/contractors join MOBI free of charge

Possibility to join MOBI Steering Committee

Equity/stake in Citopia and ITN (proportional to cumulative dues paid)

Access to MOBI Standards schemas on github (includes universal device birth certificate)

Ability to participate in Working Groups

Ability to participate in DRIVES Program (pilots and demos of Web3 infrastructure and applications)

Access to MOBI internal files (Standards, etc.)

Possibility to present a MOBI Community Innovation Lecture

Possibility to write a guest post for MOBI Dashboard
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MOBI Community
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